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Abstract: Consider the following delay differential equation (DDE) 
v’(t) =f(t,y(t),y(t - r(t))), t 2 to, 
with the initial condition 
(0.1) 
y(t)=@(t) fort<r,, (0.2) 
where f and @ are such that (0.1). (0.2) has a unique solution y(r). The author gives sufficient conditions for the 
asymptotic stability of the equation (0.1) for which he introduces new definitions of numerical stability. The approach 
is reminiscent of that from the nonlinear, stiff ordinary differential equation (ODE) field. He investigates stability 
properties of the class of one-point collocation rules. In particular, the backward Euler method turns out to be stable 
with respect to all the given definitions. 
Keywords: Numerical analysis, delay equation, Runge-Kutta methods, stability. 
1. Introduction 
Let us consider the following linear delay differential equation 
y’(t)=uy(t)+by(t-T), t>o, 
j+)=@(t), --7<<t<o, (14 
wherey:[-7, +cc) + C, a and b are complex numbers, T is a positive constant delay and @ is 
a specified initial function. 
It is known that (see [l] and [2]), if @ is continuous and if 
IW -Re(a), (1.2) 
then the initial-value problem (1.1) has a unique solution, which approaches zero as t tends to 
infinity, for every 7. 
In this case equation (1.1) is said to be asymptotically stable. 
Concerning numerical methods for the initial-value problem (l.l), let us recall Barwell’s [3] 
definitions of P-stability and GP-stability: 
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Definition 1.1. A numerical method for DDE’s is called P-stable if, for all coefficients a, b 
satisfying (1.2) the numerical solution y, of (1.1) at the mesh points t, = kh, k >, 0 satisfies 
y,+O ask+cc, 
for every stepsize h such that 
h=r/m, where m is a positive integer. (1.3) 
Definition 1.2. A numerical method for DDE’s is called GP-stable if, under condition (1.2), 
y, + 0 as k + cc for every stepsize h > 0. 
Recently, results on P and GP-stability have been given by Al-Mutib [l], Jackiewicz [7] and 
Zennaro [9]. The main difficulty in studying either the P-stability or the GP-stability properties 
of a numerical method for DDE’s is that one has to deal with difference equations of arbitrary 
high order (depending on the ratio T/h = m). In [9], Zennaro shows that the study of vector 
difference equations of arbitrary order m + 1 is equivalent to the solution of a constrained 
minimum problem in the complex plane. In this way one is able to find out general P-stability 
properties of numerical methods for DDE’s 
In particular, as one can see in [8] and [9] every A-stable projection method (hence every 
A-stable collocation method for stiff DDE’s) is such that the corresponding method for DDE’s is 
P-stable. In this way one can prove that the one-step collocation method at Gaussian points for 
DDE’s is P-stable (but not GP-stable). 
So far, only the linear test equation (1.1) was used to study stability properties of numerical 
methods for DDE’s. It is the purpose of this paper to investigate stability properties of some 
simple Runge-Kutta methods for DDE’s with respect to the nonlinear test equation (2.1) defined 
in the next section. For such equation we shall introduce RN (and GRN) stability. Equation 
(2.1) includes as a special case the linear test equation (3.2) (defined in the Section 3.) for which 
we shall introduce PN (and GPN) stability. Our stability analysis is reminiscent of the numerical 
stability analysis of Runge-Kutta methods for stiff, nonlinear DDE’s [5]. 
2. Stability of nonlinear delay differential equations 
Consider the following nonlinear equations 
y’(t) =f(t, y(t), v(t - 4t))L t 2 to, 
y(t) = @(tL t< to, 
and 
z’(t) =f(t, z(t), z(t - 7(t))), t > t,, 
z(t) = T(t), t,c t,. 
P-1) 
(2.2) 
where 
f: [to,+ co) x C”X C”+ C”, y, z: R+C”, 7(t) >, 3-O ) 0. 
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The solution of (2.1) is stable (with respect to the initial 
such that, for every t > t,, 
II YW - z(t) II G yy;II w> - w> II 
function) if there exists a norm on C” 
where y(t) and z(t) are solutions of (2.1) and (2.2) respectively, and @, r are distinct and 
continuous functions. 
In this section we shall formulate sufficient conditions for the stability of (2.1) in the sense 
described above. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume that the delay r(t) is continuous and that there exists (.I. ), an inner product 
on C”, such that 
y(t) < -u(t) foreuely t> t,, (2.3) 
where 
u(t) := sup Re((f(t, Y,, z> -fk y2, 4 IY, -v2))/ll Y, -Y2 112, (2.4) 
r,y,.~~~cC” 
Yl Yr 
y(t) := sup Ilfk Y, 4 -fk Y, z2) II/II 21 - z2 II (2.5) 
y,r,,z EC” 
ZI1Q 
and (Ix II* = (x (x) for euery x E C”. 
Then 
Iv(t) - z(t) II 6 y<;;II @(t> - m> II 
for every t > t,. 
Before proving the theorem, observe that, if 
f(t, Y(t), Y(t - 4t))) = aY(t> + bY(t - 4 
as in (l.l), then u(t) = Re( a) and y(t) = 1 b I. In this case, if ( b I G - Re( a), by Theorem 2.1 we 
get that, for every t >, t,, 
I Jw I G maxl @(t) I. t<t,, 
We shall need the following theorems. 
Theorem 2.2. Consider the linear equation 
Y’(t) = a(t)Y(t) +f(t), t 2 to, 
Y(kJ =yo, 
withy, a, f: [to, + co) -+ C and Re(a(t)) -c 0 for every t >, to. 
Then the solution y(t) of the initial-value problem (2.6) is such that 
Iv(t) I~ma”~lv,I;r~~:rIf(x)/(-Re(a(x))) I) 0. N 
(2.6) 
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Proof. Define A(t) := /,Lu(x) d x; we note that Re( A( t)) -C 0 for every t >, to. 
The solution of (2.6) is 
y(t) = eACf)Yo + eA(l) 
J 
fe-“‘x’f( x) dx. 
10 
We have that 
I$- 
Re’A’““f(~) dx 1 
Rc(A(x))f(x)/(-Re(a(x)))] dxl 
and 
’ _ Re( a( x)) e-RWx)) dx = e-RWW) _ 1, 
Therefore 
Re’A’““)f(~) dxl < ~zz~{lf(x)/(-Re(cc(x))) I} Ie-Re(A(l))-l). 
Hence 
( y(t) I< eRe(A(r))( y0 ( + (1 - eReCACt))) max ( f(x)/( -Re( a(x))) 1 
t,<x<r 
and so, for every t >, t,, 
Iy(t)I<max{/yoI; max If(x)-(-Re(dx)))I)- 0 
t,<x<t 
Theorem 2.3. Let us consider the following equations 
y’(t) =f(t, y(t), 4N, t 2 t,, 
J+o) =.Yo, 
und 
z’(t) =f(t, z(t), u(t)), t 2 to, 
(2.7) 
with f : [to, + 00) X C” X C” + C”, y, z, u, u : [to, + CO) + C” and y. + ~0. 
Assume that there exists (- ( . ), an inner product on C” such that a(t) < 0 for every t > to( o( 
y(t) defined in Theorem 2.1, 1) x II* = (x lx) f or every x E C”). Then, for every t >, to, 
II y(t) - 44 II G ma,{ It y. -z. II; ,,F;:, M4 II 4-d - 44 IlbW~~)~ . . 
t), 
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Proof. We have 
: d/dt II y(t) - z(t) II* = Re(y’(t) - z’(t) I y(t) - z(t)> 
= Re(f(& y(t), u(t)> -f(~ z(t), u(t)) I y(t) - z(t)) 
= Re(f(t, y(t), u(t)) -f(t, Y(I), u(t)) Iv(t) -z(t)) 
+Re(f(& u(t), u(t)) -f(~ z(t), u(t)) Iv(t) -z(t)). 
It follows from the definitions of a(t) and y(t) and from the Schwartz inequality that 
+ d/dt II y(t) - z(t) II* 
G Il.& y(t), u(t)) -f(L y(t), u(t)) II II r(t) - z(t) II + a(t) II r(t) - 44 II2 
G YW II 4 - 44 II II Y(f) -z(t) II + +> II y(t) - z(t) l12. 
We define 
y(t) := II Y(f) -44 II 
(note that Y(t) > 0 for every t > t, because we assume that the function f is such that (2.7) has a 
unique solution y(t) for every initial condition y( to) = yo). 
Then 
d/dt II y(t) -z(t) II2 = 2 II y(t) -z(t) II d/dt II r(t) -z(f) II = =?t)Y’(t) 
so we have that 
Y(t>Y’(t) G +>y’(t> + Y(f) II u(t) - u(t) II y(t) 
and hence 
y’(t) G (J(t>Y(t) + Y(f) II 4t) - 44 II. 
We define 
fO> := YW II 4d - 44 IO 
therefore 
Y’(t) < u(t>Y(t) +f(t> 
and, by Theorem 2.2, for every t > t, 
i.e. 
Y(t) G max Y { 0; ~(~n&fbvbJb~$ , 
II Y(f) - z(t) II ~~~~(ll~o-~oIl~,‘q~x,~(u~~~ll~~~~-~~~~Il/~--~~~~~}~ 0 
“1 . 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Theorem 2.3 we know that, for every t > t, the solutions y(t) and z(t) 
of (2.1), (2.2) respectively are such that 
II v(t) - 44 II 
G max II @(to) - Wd II; 1 t”$t:, {Y(X) II Y(X - 44 - 4X - 44) II/( 44)~) 
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We assumed that y(t) G -a(t) and 7(t) >, r. > 0 for every t >, to, therefore 
II YW - 44 II G max II @(to) - W,) II; 1 ,,~;~,I1 Y(X - +4) - 4x - +4) II), 
i.e., for every t > t, 
II Y 0) - z(t) II G yy Q(t) - w IL 0 
(One can prove Theorem 2.1 in an indirect way using the Razumikhin-type theorems in Hale [6, 
Chapter 5.41). 
3. RN and GRN-stability, PN and GPN-stability 
Let us make a more extensive stability analysis of numerical methods for the initial-value 
problem (2.1), introducing some new definitions of stability based on more general classes of test 
equations. From now on, we consider the delay 7(t) = T as a constant in the test equations (2.1), 
(2.2) and we refer to the norm of Theorem 2.1. 
Definition 3.1. A numerical method for DDE’s is called RN-stable if, under the condition (2.3) 
the numerical approximations yk and zk to the solutions of (2.1), (2.2) respectively, satisfy the 
condition 
I] Yk - zk 11 G y<;f” @ct> - r(t> 11 (3-U 
for every k > 0 and for every stepsize h such that h = 7/m, where the delay 7 is constant and 
where m is a positive integer. 
Definition 3.2. A numerical method for DDE’s is called GRN-stable if, under condition (2.3) 
(3.1) is satisfied for every k 2 0 and for every stepsize h > 0. 
As a special case of (2.1) let us consider the following linear test DDE with variable 
coefficients 
y’(t) = a(t)y(t) + b(t)y(t - T), t >, 0, 
Y(t) = w>, t<o, 
(3.2) 
where y : R -+ C, a, b : [0, + cc) + C and r > 0. In this case o(t) = Re(a(t)), y(t) = ) b(t) ) (a(t) 
and y(t) defined by (2.4), (2.5)) and hence, by Theorem 2.1, the solution y(t) of (3.2) is bounded 
by Q(t), provided that, for every t >, 0, 
I b(t) ) < -Re(a(t)). (3.3) 
Definition 3.3. A numerical method for DDE’s is said to be PN-stable if, under the condition 
(3.3), the numerical solution yk of (3.2) is such that 
iYkl< ~<~I@@) I (3.4) 
, 
for every k > 0 and for every stepsize h such that h = 7/m, where m is a positive integer. 
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Definition 3.4. A numerical method for DDE’s is called GPN-stable if, under condition (3.3) the 
numerical solution of (3.2) satisfies (3.4) for every k 2 0 and for every stepsize h > 0. 
The first result we provide is a negative result concerning collocation methods at the roots of 
the Legendre polynomials (Gaussian collocation). These methods, which are A-stable, are 
P-stable when applied to DDE’s (see Zennaro [9]). Nevertheless not all AN-stable Gaussian 
collocation methods are PN-stable. We shall prove this for the one-point Gaussian collocation 
method. 
In general the one-point collocation rule for the nonlinear equation (2.1) reads 
~k+l =_JJ~ + hf(t, - oh> (I- %Q + o~k+i, (I- %J,-, - OX-m+i) 
where the stepsize h is such that h = 7/m (m a positive integer) and 0 E [0, 11. 
We apply the mid-point collocation method (one-point collocation with 0 = i), which is 
AN-stable, to the equation 
y’(t) = -c(t)y(t) + c(t)J+ - I), 12 0, 
v(t) = Q(t), t<O, 
(3.5) 
where c(t) is a real function. In this case, by Theorem 2.1, the solution y(t) of (3.5) is bounded 
by Q(t), provided that c(t) 2 0 for every t > 0. Hence, if the coefficient c(t) is nonnegative, then 
(y(t)(<max(@(t)(=:S foreveryt>,O. 
t<O 
With the stepsize h = f, we get the difference equation 
yk+l =yk + &(-yk -_yk+l +yk-2 +yk-1) 
where ck = c(:k + a), k >, 0. 
Hence 
(l + &)yk+l = (l - bk)yk + ck/4(yk-2 +Yk-I), 
1 - $Ck 
yk+i = 1 + fCk Yk + 1 tctc bk-2 +Yk-1). 
4 k 
(3.6) 
We put 
,,k := &/(I + $ck), 
hence 0 < pk < 1 for every k > 0 and 
1 - 2p, = (I - &)/(I + &.). 
With this notation we can write (3.6) in a different way: 
yk+l = c1 - 2Pk)yk + Pkbk-l +yk--2). (3.7) 
It is possible to choose a sequence { pk } such that the one-point Gausian collocation method is 
not stable. We put p,, = 0 (c($) = 0); 0 < p := p1 = p2 ( 1 (c(i) = c(:> =: c). Hence 
p = $c/(l + +c> and c=4p/(l -p). 
Then we choose the sequence { pk } such that it is T-periodic, with T = 3, i.e. p. = p3 = . * . = 0; 
Pl=P4= *-. 
= p; p2 = ps = . . . = p. We define Y, = (yk, j&&i, J+_~)? Hence equation (3.7) is 
equivalent to 
Y k+l = AkYk (3.8) 
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where 
i 
1-2P, Pk Pk 
A,= 1 0 0 0. 1 10 
The periodicity of the sequence { pk } yields 
Y k+3 = BY, where B=Ak+ZAk+,Ak, k=O, 3, 6, 9 ,... . 
We have 
B= 
and therefore 
i 
l-p+2p2 p-2p2 0 
1-P P 0 1 0  1 
det(B-Al)= -X[A2-(1+2p2)X+2p2]=0 
iff A, = 0, x,=1, h,=2p2. 
If A, = 2p2 = 1, then the eigenvalue h = 1 has algebraic multiplicity equal to 2 and geometric 
multiplicity equal to 1 and the sequence Y,,, is bounded if and only if A, = 2p2 c 1, i.e. 
(0 <)P < ifi. 
We can conclude that, if the function c(t) gives rise to a sequence { pk } such that ia < p c 1, 
then the one-point Gaussian collocation method with stepsize h = : yields a numerical solution 
yk which blows up as k + + 00. Thus the one-point Gaussian collocation method is not 
PN-stable. 
Definition 3.5. 
h b Ct) 
Fig. 1. Regions of PN-stability for the collocation method at the point tk + Oh, i f 0 < 1. 
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for each 6’ E [i, 11, the region of PN-stability $@ includes the pairs (ha(t), M(t)) such that for 
every t, 1 b(t) 16 -a(t) and 
hlb(t)l(l-0)<1 (3.9) 
In particular for 0 = 1 (backward Euler method) (3.9) is true for all b(t) and then the method is 
PN-stable. 
If we apply the collocation method at the point t, + 8h to (3.2) (u(t), b(t) real coefficients 
such that 1 b(t) 1~ -a(t) for every t > 0), we get the difference equation 
Yf?+l =_ Yk + ak’@yk+, + (I - ebk) + bkh(8yk-m+, + c1 - B)Yk-,n) 
where, for every k 2 0, ak = U( tk + Bh), bk = b( tk i- Bh). 
The last equation yields 
1 + a,h(l - 0) 
Yk+l = 1 - a,hB Yk + 1 zk,o (eyk-m+, + c1 - ebk-m)- 
Putting (Ye = -ha, and & = hb,, we obtain] & 1 d ffk, I& I(1 - 0) d 1 and 
1 _CYk(l -0) 
Yk+l = 1 + (Yke Yk + 1 +“a,, (eyk-m+l + c1 - ‘bk-rn). 
Hence the method is stable if 
l-a,(l-8) p,s 
I + a$ I I + I + a,e 
Two cases are possible: 
(i) 0 G a,(1 - 8) G 1. We have 
I I + Pk(l-e) 1 + a,8 < 1. 
~-~,(i-e) ibk te 
+ i + ake + 
tPkt(l-e) = 
i + ffke I + ake 
G 
i-ak(i-e)+(Yk~+(Yk(i-e) 1 
zzz 
1 + a,8 
because ( Pk I G ffk. 
(ii) a,(1 - 8) > 1. In this case 
= ak(i-e)-i+ipki8+ iPki(i-e) = ffk-ake-i+i~ki 
i + ake i + ake 
= -1-t ak+lpki <1 
i +ake . 
In fact we know that I/?k)(1-8)<I, so lPkl(2-2e)G2Y iPkl(1+1-28)G2~ IPklG 
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2+ IPkI(-1+28); now,]p,]<ak and, if 623, -1+28>0, hence]/3,]<2+a,(-1+28), 
‘y/J1 - 24 < 2 - I Pk I> ctk + l pk l G 2 + 2a,8. In this way we have that (CQ + ) & I)/(1 + a#) < 2 
if 0> +. 
Now let us consider the one-step collocation method without the restriction (1.3). In this case 
m = r/h is not an integer (now m + r/h =: m’ + c with m’ integer, E E [0, l]), and we get the 
difference equation 
1 - ‘y/J1 - 0) 
Yk+l = 1 + a,8 Yk + 1 B;,s [ PYk-,+I + (l - hk-ml 
with p E [0, l] and 
i 
I 
m:= m 
if 8 - E E [O,l] , 
m’-1 if t9-cE[-l,O], 
Also in this situation (stepsize h without restriction (1.3) we can as before prove that the method 
is stable for 0 > : if, for every t, I b(t) I < -a(t), h I b(t) ](l - 0) < 1. Note that this result 
implies GPN-stability of the backward Euler method. 
From the literature [5] we know that the backward Euler method is algebraically stable (hence 
BN-stable, B-stable, AN-stable, A-stable) when it is applied to an ODE and that it is P and 
GP-stable when it is applied to a DDE. In the last section we proved that it is also PN and 
GPN-stable. 
We conclude the paper by proving that the implicit Euler method is GRN-stable and hence 
RN-stable. The implicit Euler rule, applied to (2.1) (2.2), yields 
yk+l =yk -hf(tk+l, Yk+l> PYk-,n + (l - dYk+l-rnh 
zk+7 = zk + hf( lk+l, zk+l> pZk--m + (l - dzk+l-m), 
with p E [0, 11. 
Put 
6, :=yk - zk, y$:= py,-, + (l - !&+I-m> zc:= /lzk-m - (l - /+k+l-me 
Then 
11 8k+l I?= 11 6, +h[f(tk+l> yk+l, y,) -f(‘k+l, Zk+lr z,,] iI* 
= II 6k II* + 2h R@k I A_!-> + h*@f I A/-), 
where Af:=f(tk+l, yk+l> yp> -f(tk+,, Zk+lr z~>- 
Substituting 6, = 6, + 1 - h Af in the inner product Re( 6, I Af ), we get 
11 8k+, II2 = 11 &, iI2 + 2hRe@,+, 1 Af > - h*(Af I Af > 
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Adding and subtracting the term f( tktl, z~+~, Y,), routine calculations yield 
II %+i II2 G II&k II2 + 2@&+1 I f(t,+,, Yk+lT r,> -f(h+*, =k+l> I;)) 
+2+,+1 If(t,+,, Zk+lr r,> -f(b+1, =k+l> z,> 
G II 6, II2 + 2wk+J II &+I II2 
+2h II &+I II II f&+1, z/c+13 yp> -f(tk+b zk+lY q) II 
G II 8, II2 + 2hoh+,) II %+I II2 + 2h II a/c+1 Il&+l) II Yp - Z, II 
G II 6, II2 - ‘Wh+~) II &+I II2 + Wht,) II S/c+1 II II J’,, - Z,, II 
= II 6, II 2 + 2h II %+I II Yh+d[ II q - q II -II ak+l II] 
We have used the Schwartz inequality, the Definitions 2.4 and 2.5 and the inequality a(t) < -y(t) 
for every t > t, from (2.3). 
We define Qk+, := 2hy(tk+l) and we get 
II &+I II2 G II 8, II2 + Q/c-+, II %+I lI(Il r, - Zp II - II &+I II>. (3.10) 
Note that 
II&JldS (s:= ~~~IlQw-l.(f)llj fork<0 
Assume (16,lI < S for every k <j (j z 0), and consider two cases: 
(i) II a,+, II G S if II $+I II G II 8; II. 
(ii) if 11 S,+l 1) > 11 Sj 11, the inequality (3.10) yields 
0 < II ‘j+l II2 - II ‘j II2 G Q,+I II ‘,+I ll(ll Yp - Zp II - II aj+l II) 
and Q,+, is nonnegative, so 
II q - zp II - II $+I II 2 07 
and then 
II a,+, II G II PLY,-* + 0 - PL)Y,+,hl - PZ;-, - 0 - Pbj+l-m II 
G P II qm II + (1 - P> II $--m II G s. 
We can conclude that (I 6, I( < S for every k, i.e. 
(Iyk-zkI)<,S forevery k. 
It follows that implicit Euler method is GRN-stable and, by Definition 3.1, it is RN-stable. 
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